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NASHVILLE — The Senate has approved, 31-1,

legislation that will require newspapers to post public

notices on their websites as well as in their print editions

with no extra charge, starting in April 2014.

The bill (Senate Bill 461) faces a House floor vote next

week after clearing committees without a dissenting vote.

It is sponsored by Sen. Ken Yager, R-Harriman, and Rep. Ryan Haynes, R-Knoxville, and

supported by the Tennessee Press Association.

In Senate floor debate, Yager noted there has been debate in the past about having

public notices posted online on government websites rather than in newspapers with

valid arguments on both sides. He said the legislation “tries to take the best of both and

combine them into a bill that will preserve independence by allowing someone other than

the government to disseminate notices.”

Besides requiring the notices be posted on newspaper websites, the measure also

requires each newspaper provide a link to a website where such notices from

newspapers statewide will be available. The Tennessee Press Association anticipates

operating such a website.

The sole vote against the bill came from Sen. Stacey Campfield, R-Knoxville, who said

he views the measure as “excluding everyone else who is not a Tennessee newspaper”

from publishing public notices.

“We’re trying to create a monopoly for one group, newspapers. I cannot support

something that does that,” said Campfield.
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Three other senators who in the past have advocated publication of the notices on

government websites — Republicans Sens. Brian Kelsey of Germantown, Mike Bell of

Riceville and Bo Watson of Hixson — said they supported the bill as “a step in the right

direction” with online publication. Kelsey and Bell both said they hope future legislation

will move away from newspaper publication to save taxpayer money.

In response to a question from Bell, Yager said the April 2014 effective date was chosen

to give newspapers that do not now have websites an opportunity to start them.

Yager noted that Senate passage of the bill comes during “Sunshine Week,” an annual

promotion of the need for open and transparent government.

He said the timing is appropriate because voting for the bill will “affirm our belief in the

public’s right to know what’s going on in their government.”
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CasualObserver writes:

This is good. The proposal a couple of years ago to just let government offices

post their notices on their own websites without any way to monitor their

compliance was dangerous. We need a second party involved to make sure

the details that are supposed to be published in notices aren't covered up.

Some politicians scream about the cost of issuing public notices, but the cost

of the scandals that can occur when the public is left in the dark can run into

the millions. Politicians and interest groups have learned that if they want to get

the public on their side on an issue these days, they just have to say

something costs money. It's funny, though, how they can always find the money

to do the things they want done, such as hire a "public information" staff to

churn out flattering press releases.

There is an organization called Tennessee Coalition for Open Government that

has a lot of useful information about public access to government information.

If you're ever involved with trying to get the government to do something you will

appreciate the work this organization does:

http://www.tcog.info/
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Jonathan writes:

Once again, Campfield shows that he's a lunatic. Nothing is stopping anyone

else from posting notices online.
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